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Abstract: The benefits of ideation for both industry and academia alike have been outlined by
countless studies, leading to research into various approaches attempting to add new ideation
methods or examine how the quality of the ideas and solutions created can be measured. Although
AI-based approaches are being researched, there is no attempt to provide the ideation participants
with information that inspire new ideas and solutions in real time. Our proposal presents a novel and
intuitive approach that supports users in real time by providing them with relevant information as
they conduct ideation. By analyzing their ideas within the respective ideation sessions, our approach
recommends items of interest with high contextual similarity to the proposed ideas, allowing users
to skim through, for example, publications and inspire new ideas quickly. The recommendations
also evolve in real time. As more ideas are written during the ideation session, the recommendations
become more precise. This real-time approach is instantiated with various ideation methods as a
proof of concept, and various models are evaluated and compared to identify the best model for
working with ideas.

Keywords: real-time recommendation systems; large language models; natural language processing;
transdisciplinary ideation; ideation support

1. Introduction

Innovation is essential to the success of companies and economies [1–4]. Generating
innovative, feasible ideas leads to new products and solutions to challenges plaguing
consumers and societies. Various studies have examined how humans ideate and have
resulted in over 70 ideation techniques and methods [5,6]. Recent studies have examined
how machines can generate ideas, for example, with large language models [7,8]. However,
there is a missing link between these two kinds of studies. Rather than leaving humans
to ideate without assistance or providing an utterly autonomous idea generator requiring
correct queries, recommendation systems can be utilized to assist the human cognitive
processes behind ideation. This human-centric approach is especially useful when com-
bined with transdisciplinary work concepts that focus on a fusion of knowledge of various
disciplines and actors [9,10].

A reason against autonomous ideation is that some studies consider the generated
ideas to be flat, not as creative as human ideas, and very static, requiring users to improve
the results with follow-up questions [7]. Other studies describe large language model-
based idea generators more positively, and as being able to generate ideas, at times, better
than humans; however, the feasibility of the generated ideas is not better than that of
humans [8]. These varying study results can be interpreted as a confirmation of LLM’s
potential in the ideation process but not necessarily only as autonomous idea generators.
Our results imply that LLMs can be especially interesting in filling the missing link by
providing the benefits of large language models without the limitations that previous
studies have identified. These studies compared the ideas generated by LLMs with the
ideas generated by homogeneous teams, whereas we believe that transdisciplinary teams,
consisting of various disciplines, stakeholders, or social actors, would be more appropriate
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to examine. Although transdisciplinary work has only recently re-emerged, the few studies
that have examined it describe it as important for its ability to tackle complex global
challenges [9–11], as it is a fusion of various disciplines, expertise, and insights rather
than brief collaboration [10,12,13], allowing for new ideas to be created from the fusion
of perspectives.

We propose integrating AI to support human cognition in the ideation process. Uti-
lizing recommendation systems, we inspire new ideas by generating recommendations
based on gathered ideas on known concepts and experiences the users provide the system
with. The cognitive process of reusing and building new ideas and innovation upon previ-
ous ideas has been observed in various studies [2,5,6,14,15]. Furthermore, our approach
supports various ideation techniques and methods and has been tailored to them as we
examine ideas that have been written in sentences and as keywords. This allows us to
combine the benefits of recommendation systems with the confirmed positive observations
made regarding collaborative ideation [16], without being limited to a specific form of idea
gathering, i.e., keywords or sentences.

Our contributions are fourfold: (1) a model for transdisciplinary intelligent ideation;
(2) a model for a real-time recommender for information based on gathered ideas; (3) the
instantiation of a transformer-based content filtering system for general ideation purposes;
and (4) an evaluation and comparison of traditional and transformer-based recommen-
dation system approaches for ideation. Companies and research facilities profit from our
approach as it is not domain-dependent. Our proposal’s modular nature allows any domain
or company to tailor the recommendation system behind our approach by changing the
utilized database.

In Section 2, we describe the current state of research on the topics of ideation, in-
terdisciplinary and transdisciplinary work, and transformers and large language models,
providing a brief overview of relevant topics and the research gaps we attempt to address
with our work. These form the basis for our approach. Section 3 describes the general
approach and the structure of the developed system, outlining the general iterative process.
In Section 4, we evaluate and compare various recommendation models to identify the
model that can produce the best recommendations with ideas in both sentence and keyword
form. We also conduct a preliminary qualitative usability test with a small test user group
to examine the potential of our approach and identify severe usability issues at this early
stage. To this end, the system’s recommendations are first evaluated by potential users,
who are then asked about the system’s usability in a second step. The current system’s
limitations are presented and discussed in detail in Section 5 to derive the next steps. Finally,
the conclusions can be found in Section 6, where we briefly summarize our results and the
path forward.

2. Related Work

To better understand the research gaps we address with our work, this section briefly
describes the current state of ideation methods and concepts, followed by transdisciplinary
work and the utilization of large language models in ideation. We begin by briefly de-
scribing common ideation processes and theories. Transdisciplinary is not as known as
interdisciplinary or simply collaborative work. For this reason, we then examine the state
of transdisciplinary work. Finally, we describe ideation support approaches in which the
research gaps are found. We conducted the research found in this section based on the
PRISMA methodology [17] in the same manner as illustrated in our previous work [18].

2.1. Ideation

Ideation describes the process of generating and refining ideas [2]. It involves brain-
storming, conceptualizing, and exploring various possibilities to solve a problem, create
something new [1], or achieve a specific goal. The goal of ideation is to produce a range of
potential solutions, concepts, or strategies that can then be evaluated and implemented.
Often, generated ideas are based on previous concepts, ideas, and experiences [2,5,6,14,15].
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Knoll and Horton [6] outline the risk of how using previous concepts can hinder the gen-
eration of novel ideas, but state that providing a change of perspective can alleviate this
and lead to new concept associations [6]. It is a crucial step in the problem-solving process,
as it lays the foundation for innovation and decision making [19], thus making it crucial
for innovations [2]. This early stage of innovation is often named the fuzzy front-end of
innovation because it is not well structured [1,2,20]. Many techniques and methods can
support the ideation process despite its fuzzy nature.

Over 70 ideation methods exist [5,6], and among them, the most well known is
brainstorming [2], which is commonly used in all domains in both the academic as well as
industrial sectors, while a majority of the rest is unknown [5]. Another reason for only using
a small number of methods is that users never tried any of the others due to a combination
of time constraints and reluctance to try a new method, thus making it impossible for them
to have positive experiences with new methods [5]. This results in the process of finding an
appropriate ideation method becoming hindered by a lack of knowledge and experience
with lesser-known, but potentially more appropriate, methods.

Thinklets has often been examined to structure ideation. Vivacqua et al. [21] utilized
the thinklets method in 2008 to create an electronic idea-generation system focused on
assisting meeting facilitators who monitored and supported ideation meetings. The purpose
of a facilitator is to assist the ideation process by keeping the team focused, preparing
meetings, making sure that rules are followed and, if not, intervening, and in general,
keeping the ideation process running optimally [21]. The thinklets aspect of the proposed
system analyzes group dynamics, presents key group indicators, and provides the facilitator
with a script describing possible actions that can be taken [21]. Knoll and Horton also
proposed a thinklet-based approach that allows the facilitator to define collaboration and
utilize modifiers tailored to desired situations [6].

Various cognitive aspects also play an important role in the ideation process. Our
work requires a focus on motivational factors to create a system that motivates users to
provide ideas and not hinder ideation. As discussed in various studies, issues that can
hinder ideation can be general group issues, for example, factions or splitter groups within
a team that begin to feud or the multiheaded beast syndrome [21]. Technical limitations
can also create a negative cognitive effect; for example, when users have to wait to submit
ideas, this could cause production blocking [6]. An appropriate feedback system is also
crucial to mention, as even subtle actions, such as providing negative feedback, can cause
lasting and crippling effects on ideation, depending on, for example, the person and their
role or position in the team that is giving feedback, or the level of experience of the judged
person [22].

This section briefly underlines the importance and complexity of ideation on the
road towards innovation. The complexity of ideation arises from the sheer number of
possible approaches and the cognitive variables that must be considered when attempting
to foster and motivate the generation, sharing, and converging of ideas. Approaches, such
as the previously described thinklets, structure the ideation process to a certain extent;
however, utilizing state-of-the-art technologies can further support the cognitive aspects of
the ideation process. Furthermore, the adverse cognitive aspects described in this section
that show how ideation can be hindered must be considered when designing ideation
support systems. In our work, we describe an assisted form of ideation that incorporates
the cognitive aspects into the design to foster and motivate ideation by reducing the chances
or risk of negative interactions.

2.2. Interdisciplinary and Transdisciplinary Work

Transdisciplinary work is an approach that was reintroduced in the 1990s to counter
highly complex global challenges [9], and to this date, it still has varying definitions [23,24].
The term and initial concept originated in 1970 by Jean Piaget, and he described it two
years later as a higher form of interdisciplinary relationship that does not have disci-
plinary boundaries and instead has all disciplines coordinated and integrated into one total
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system [9,10,23]. In 1972, a discussion led to an elaboration that resulted in Erich Jantsch
describing transdisciplinary as surpassing multidisciplinary and interdisciplinarity in terms
of complexity [9,23]. Although it was perceived to have great potential, as Berstein [9]
points out, the reasoning behind the almost twenty-year slumber of transdisciplinary work
was due to a combination of missing pieces that would ultimately start to come into place
as of the 1990s, for example, the fall of the Iron Curtain and the subsequent beginning
of globalization, as well as the rise in importance of global challenges that are defined
as “wicked“ and require a discipline transcendent approach to solve [9]. Furthermore, it
should be noted that another piece of the puzzle is the technological advancement that has
changed how we work and has mitigated or removed geographical barriers.

Klein [12] conducted an extensive literature review in 2008, in which he differentiated
relevant research he found into three clusters: international, United States, and European.
The American literature he found defined transdisciplinary work as a process involving
different disciplines collaborating over long periods of time to generate results that he
considered transcendent [12]. On the other hand, the European works focused on a problem-
focused orientation of various sectors and stakeholders, including external stakeholders
from society [11,12,23,24]. The common European transdisciplinary approaches focus on
integrating various stakeholders into as many processes as possible to understand complex
issues better and find appropriate solutions based on local knowledge. De Jong et al. [24]
defined two kinds of integration approaches for local societal actors or stakeholders into
research: consulting transdisciplinary research and participatory transdisciplinary research.
In consulting transdisciplinary research, researchers and social stakeholders are equal
partners during the entire research process, whereas in participatory transdisciplinary
research, they have certain roles within a process, and their influence and contributions are
exercised from that role [24].

As with other forms of collaboration, transdisciplinary work also inherits many chal-
lenges. The works of Hoffmann et al. [10] and Gaziulusoy et al. [13] describe common
challenges, for example, poor leadership, suboptimal project management, distrust among
the team, and various communication challenges. The previously described transdisci-
plinary nature suffers heavily from integration and agreement challenges. Agreeing upon a
common goal in accordance with all of the respective disciplines involved in the project is a
difficult task and can prove challenging [10,13]. Furthermore, the integration of various
resources, for example, knowledge of all participating disciplines, is also not as trivial
as one might assume and is considered by Hoffmann et al. [10] as a core challenge of
transdisciplinary work that large research programs are especially subject to. This requires
that the team agree on a common vision or goal and integrated outcome before teams can
jointly, with both researchers and external partners, gather, examine, and rate data and
information [10]. These selected examples of challenges are in addition to those that are be
found in Section 2.1.

The ideation process profits from the collaboration of various perspectives and minds.
This section shows two collaboration forms crucial to countering wicked problems: inter-
disciplinary and transdisciplinary work. Our work focuses on transdisciplinary work as
it is the higher form of the two and yields more untapped potential as its utilization with
the support of state-of-the-art approaches and technologies has yet to be fully researched.
The nature of transdisciplinary work is especially promising regarding ideation, as the
generation, exchange, and convergence of ideas by a group consisting of various disciplines
and stakeholders can lead to innovative ideas and solutions to problems that cannot be
otherwise successfully tackled or perceived by any single discipline. With the instantiation
of our model, we outline how an ideation support system for transdisciplinary teams can
utilize state-of-the-art technologies to foster and support the creation of ideas based on the
ideas of all participating disciplines and stakeholders.
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2.3. Transformers and Large Language Models

Transformers are a deep learning model or architecture consisting of encoders and
decoders that utilize attention retention [25] to generate optimal weighting of data [26].
Unlike recurrent neural networks (RNNs), they do not perform this sequentially, allowing
them to parallel process much more efficiently [26]. Large language models are built upon
this architecture. Attention allows transformers to examine the relations of, for example,
every word in an input sequence to every other word that is found, allowing for long-range
dependencies to be identified. While the encoder generates embeddings based on the
input, the decoder generates output sequences based on the encoded representations and,
by doing so, learns to understand and generate natural language text effectively.

Although many transformer models exist, we briefly describe the models we examined
for this work. BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) is Google’s
natural language processing model and was introduced by Google in 2018 [27]. It is a
pretrained transformer-based model designed to understand and represent the context
of words in a sentence by capturing bidirectional context and it can be fine-tuned to
further adapt learned representations to specific, for example, classification tasks [27].
BERTopic utilizes the BERT embeddings to represent documents and, with the support
of a dimension reduction method, for example, Uniform Manifold Approximation and
Projection (UMAP) [28] and a clustering algorithm, for instance, HDBSCAN [29], coherent
topics can be identified [30]. Another variant of BERT is Sentence BERT (SBERT), which
is fine-tuned for sentence embeddings and attempts to learn to generate them from the
semantic similarity between sentence pairs [31]. By learning to minimize the distance
between similar sentences and maximizing the distance of dissimilar sentences with siamese
and triplet network architectures [31], SBERT has been widely adopted for semantic search
and information retrieval tasks. Pretrained models have been very successful due to
their training on vast amounts of data and a large number of trainable weights known
as parameters, as can be seen with Mistral and LLaMA. Mistral 7B is a decoder-only
transformer that utilizes a sliding window attention (SWA) approach and group-query
attention (GQA) to improve inference speed while reducing the amount of memory needed
for decoding [32]. This means that Mistral can have higher throughput and enable the
system to better cope with longer sequences of tokens compared to LLaMA 2. The Mistral
7B model holds 7 billion parameters [32]. LLaMA 2 is also a pretrained and fine-tuned
transformer that also holds upwards of 7 billion parameters [33].

Bilgram and Laarmann [7] examined how humans utilize large language models and
the impact this has on exploration, ideation, and prototyping. Their observations point out
that the utilization of LLMs is especially interesting to nontechnical users as the text-to-code
functionality allows the gap to be bridged between them and technical users that can code,
and the model’s ability to list information about challenges or needs that users might
experience allows for designers to better understand the users [7]. They also consider the
model’s ability to generate ideas tailored to a designer’s desired situation to be helpful, al-
beit requiring follow-up questions to optimize the results and make them less mundane [7].
Joosten et al. [8] also examined the utilization of LLMs in the context of ideation and made
similar observations regarding the model’s ability to generate inspiring content and ideas,
and they compared human and LLM-generated ideas [8]. Their comparison shows that
utilizing these models is beneficial regarding, for example, the required time for ideation
and more novel and customer-oriented ideas, but lacks feasibility [8].

This brief overview shows that large language models and transformer-based ap-
proaches are currently utilized within the ideation process to generate ideas autonomously
but not as recommendation systems within ideation support systems. Instead, ideators
ask for specific ideas and refine these with follow-ups. We could not find an example
of a recommendation-based approach that assists ideators with relevant information in
real time and supports the cognitive concepts described in Section 2.1, nor could we find
approaches that fit the transdisciplinary work needs described in Section 2.2. The potential
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that the LLMs yield based on their approach and the evaluations in various other fields
looks promising, which is why we examine their utilization as recommenders in ideation.

3. General Approach

In this chapter, we outline our general iterative process from the ideation support
system that facilitates and motivates the generation and exchange of ideas through the
storage of the respective ideas and other various data sources to, ultimately, the generation
of recommendations and presentation of relevant information extracted from the various
data sources based on the gathered ideas.

Figure 1 illustrates the generalized proposed approach based on an instantiation for
researchers. The researchers use a platform we created named SciColab, where we have a
designated area for ideation within research projects, of which the ideation module, which
is the focus of this work, is a part of. The SciColab platform is not a topic of this work,
but it should be stated that it is a single-source platform that contains a wide range of
workspaces and tools for users to carry out various activities, for example, collaborative
researching, writing, ideation, and general project management. The platform was created
with React [34] and Python [35] and runs as a docker container to improve deployment and
scalability abilities. The platform using the described baseline model can be accessed at
SciColab (http://scicolab-v1.scholarsights.eu accessed on 11 March 2024). Integrating the
ideation module in the platform should reduce the number of applications and tools that
researchers require, thus helping improve acceptance of our proposed ideation assistant as
users only need to learn how to use one application rather than a number of applications [3].
The designated ideation area contains the ideation support system, where users can create
iterative ideation sessions to ideate with other team members.

Similar to the thinklets approach, which requires a facilitator [6,21], we consider the
designation of a team admin or leader a prerequisite. The admin or leader creates and
manages the ideation session using our approach. The ideation sessions can be created
and conducted as often as the teams want, as the ideation process is iterative [1,3] and can
happen any number of times at any project stage. The first step (1) is choosing an ideation
method. The method can be chosen manually from a list of methods, or the choice can be
assisted. As we did not have access to any ideation databases consisting of information
regarding utilized ideation methods and sessions, our method assistant uses questions
regarding past experiences with methods to propose an adequate method for the session.
Afterward, the team stores their ideas in the system (2). The stored ideas are then analyzed
(3) to identify the topics of the ideas and session. The ideas of the ideation session and
their topics are stored in a persistent idea database (4). The ideas are then used by the
recommendation module, along with the other illustrated data sources, to find items of
relevance that are similar to the ideas (5). The recommendations are then sent to the ideation
support system (6). Finally, the recommended items are presented as a top-N list to the
ideation team (7). The relevant recommended items provide information that inspires the
team and generates new ideas, which will continue the iterative process with step 2.

The proposed general approach heavily emphasizes the concept of ideation based on
information and concept association, which describes how humans use known information
and concepts to generate new ideas and solutions [5,6,15,36]. Our approach provides highly
relevant information, such as publications, so that system users can read about past ideas
to inspire new ideas during ideation sessions. It is also important to state that we consider
users to be researchers, external stakeholders, or social actors, as it is common within
transdisciplinary work, as described in Section 2.2. As users fine-tune ideas and converge,
the recommendations also become more fitting. The benefit of transdisciplinary teams is
that the convergence of disciplines and various stakeholder perspectives allows a wide
range of ideas to be gathered within an ideation session. If utilized appropriately by a
recommender, this wide range of ideas results in a highly diverse list of recommendations
with the potential to inspire various paths forward. The challenge is creating a robust

http://scicolab-v1.scholarsights.eu
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model that can appropriately analyze the given ideas from diverse groups or disciplines
and generate an equally diverse yet coherent list of recommendations.

Figure 1. Our abstract general iterative process begins with identifying an appropriate ideation
method with the method assistant (1). In the second step (2), the ideas that the team generates will be
written in the system and stored before the ideas are analyzed in the third step (3). After the idea
analysis, ideas within an ideation session are stored in a persistent idea database (4) used by the
recommendation module together with other data sources to find relevant items of interest in step
five (5). The items of interest are then sent to the ideation support system (6). The items are presented
to the team, where the team generates new ideas based on the information from the recommended
items (7). This inspiration generates new ideas that are written into the system, starting the next
iteration with step 2.

3.1. Ideation Support System

The ideation support system section illustrated in Figure 1 comprises four components.
The first component is the ideation methodology assistant, which assists in finding an appro-
priate ideation method. The research team admin or leader can manually choose an ideation
method from a predefined list of methods. The methods currently used to instantiate the proof
of concept consist of open brainstorming and six thinking hats. These methods were chosen
based on their popularity and ability to integrate recommendations easily. New methods
are being added, such as mind maps. The research admin can choose an ideation method
for each respective session and is not constrained to their previous choice. Due to a lack of
project management data, this assistance cannot yet be automated with AI-based approaches,
such as recommendation systems based on previously observed ideation processes or project
attributes. We address this in Section 5.1, where we outline how the idea session database
can be expanded upon to gather the missing data. Figure 2 shows the first page within an
ideation session. The user can choose a specific method or be guided to one by answering
questions regarding past experiences with ideation methods (1). In general, recommendations
are optional and can be deactivated by the team admin or leader (2), and an ideation timer
can be set if desired, automatically stopping the ideation session (3).

The second component is the idea-gathering and management tool, which is used
to allow web-based collaborative ideation to take place. A strong focus is given to the
psychological aspects of collaborative ideation to ensure that users can exchange ideas with
a minimum risk of inhibition due to various issues observed and described in previous
studies shown in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. This is why we allowed users to post and rate ideas
anonymously. This means that no user must fear negative effects from their proposal, no
matter how creative or “out of the box” it may be perceived or judged to be by others [5].
Furthermore, this hinders any attempt to negatively impact the ideation process with
institutional or group rank dynamics, hierarchies, or personal matters that some studies
observed [22]. This also protects outside or social stakeholders, as their input will be
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viewed on the same level as any other participant. This protection extends to the idea
rating system, as the ranking is anonymous. In addition, ideas cannot be negatively rated.
Ideas are either not rated, receive one thumbs up, or two thumbs up, depending on how
the individual team members perceive the proposed ideas. The lack of a thumbs-down
option is a design decision that protects individuals from feeling that their ideas are not
desired and thus become reluctant to share ideas in the future. Ideas with higher ratings
impact the recommendations as they are weighted, as higher-rated ideas are more likely to
be feasible. Furthermore, the ideation session, which consists of ideas and their ratings, is
stored and can be accessed by the teams at any time. This approach hinders knowledge
loss that has been observed when there are changes in teams [36]. The user can post ideas
at any time simultaneously, thus hindering production blocking [5,6]. Figure 3 shows the
second component, where users can see a description and title of the task at hand that the
admin or leader has written (1), the ideas that have been posted thus far (2), and the input
area for new ideas (3). The input area consists of a title and idea section to provide a better
overview when a large number of ideas are posted. Idea rating can be started with the
button found in (4), and the ideation session can be stopped with the button in (5).

Figure 2. The first page of an ideation session. The user can manually choose an ideation method
or be guided to an appropriate method in the areas designated in (1). A checkbox in (2) allows the
system to provide recommendations during ideation. It is activated as a standard. In (3), the user can
choose when the ideation session ends. This can be open-ended or have a timer set.

Throughout the entire ideation process, the third component is in effect. It is a real-
time session analyzer that examines the ideas inputted to determine the session’s topic
based on the ideas the user inputs. The content-based analysis utilizes topic modeling to
determine the topic of an ideation session. As this is conducted in real time, the analysis is
conducted every minute. This results in an appended recommendation list every minute.
The ideas within the session, along with the idea ratings and topic for the session, are
stored in our idea session database. The recommendation module utilizes this database to
create content-based recommendations. As has been observed in previous studies, at the
beginning of the ideation session, many ideas are generated in a relatively short amount of
time. This affects the recommendations, as we described. As time moves on, fewer novel
ideas will be generated, and more ideas will become recycled or converge on certain ideas
that are interesting for the team.

The listed view of recommendations is the fourth and final component of the ideation
support system and is illustrated in Figure 4. It presents the recommendations underneath
the area where ideas are exchanged, so users do not need to open a new tab or window to
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skim through abstracts quickly. The main goal is for the users to quickly examine what work
has already been conducted and generate inspiration for new ideas, concepts, solutions,
or approaches based on the previous work. The admin can choose which items are allowed
to be recommended.

Figure 3. An image of the idea board where the user can (1) see a generated introduction to the
respective ideation session describing what the goal of the session is, (2) an overview of the gathered
ideas in a card form, and (3) an idea input area where any user can write their idea. After either the
timer runs out or the admin ends the session, a ranking process can be started (4), or the ideation can
simply be placed on hold (5).

3.2. Data Sources

We use four sources to create databases with which the system can recommend publi-
cations, projects, and venues. Each database consists of specific kinds of information. We
gathered open-access publications from DBLP and Springer for the publications database.
To test our models quickly, we filtered a large amount of the publications, only 73,447
of which were used. The titles and abstracts were combined. We used the EU’s Hori-
zon dataset [37] for a project database consisting of 5577 project names and descriptions,
from which we also extracted researcher entities. We also received a dataset regarding
scientific venues from WikiCFP [38] consisting of 10,156 venues for a conference database
for testing purposes.

We only provide and utilize freely available information about recommendable items.
For example, when recommending publications, we provide titles, abstracts, date of publi-
cation, authors, and a DOI link to the respective publisher’s page where, if needed, the users
can access the full-text publication if they have the right to. User-generated information is
only analyzed and utilized to generate recommendations if the users permit this. The users
can deactivate the recommendation functionality if they do not desire support during
ideation or do not want their ideas to be analyzed.
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Figure 4. A capture of the section under the idea input section. The recommendations generated by
the baseline LDA model, in this case, publications regarding breast cancer detection and treatment,
in every row four, are presented with a title, year, brief part of the abstract, and a color-coded
similarity percentage icon. Users who hover over the icon can see the topics on which the similarity
is based.

3.3. Recommendation Module

The recommendation module illustrated in Figure 1 is divided into two different
kinds of approaches. Expert users can decide if they want a traditional content-based
recommendation approach that utilizes various topic modeling approaches or transformer
models. In Section 4, a detailed comparison of the listed models is made to identify the
model that best works with ideas in various forms. The recommendation module examines
the ideas gathered during the respective ideation sessions. Ideas can also be rated and,
by doing so, are weighted heavier. This allows for ideas that the teams consider to be of
higher relevance and feasibility to have a higher impact on the recommendations.

As the ideas are textual data, preprocessing must be conducted for all approaches.
The preprocessing step consists of sanitizing, e.g., removing line breaks and single charac-
ters and lowercasing the user input. This ensures that the data are ready for the next phase,
of either the traditional or the pretrained transformer approach, as illustrated in Figure 1.

In the next phase, a differentiation must be considered depending on the approach
that should be utilized: traditional content-based or transformer-based. The traditional
approach, as illustrated in Figure 1, vectorizes the preprocessed text. The topic of the
vectorized text is then identified with a topic modeling approach before the textual sim-
ilarity is calculated. In our previous works, we examined the combination of the topic
models LDA, LSA, and NMF, along with the similarity algorithms Manhatten, cosine,
Jensen, Jaccard, Euclidean, Chebyshev, and Canberra [39]. Alternatively, the pretrained
transformer-based approach can be used. Regarding the utilization of more advanced
recommendation system approaches, we previously examined autoencoders and Robert
Boltzmann-based approaches for scientific publication recommendations during the writing
process [40]. Our current work allows users to choose between the following transformer
models: BERT [27], Mistral 7B [32], and LLaMA 2 [33], as these approaches have, to the
best of our knowledge, not been examined in the context of recommendation supported
ideation, but have produced promising results in other areas, as described in Section 2.3.

Our previously proposed approach utilizing LDA [39] is considered our baseline. We
use the scikit-learn LDA model with 90 topics, 100 iterations, and a learning rate decay
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of 0.5. For preprocessing, we use the WordNetLemmatizer from the nltk framework,
and regarding vectorization, we use the CountVectorizer from scikit-learn with a maximal
df value of 0.5, a minimum value of 2, and our ngram range is 1.1.

Our BERTopic [30] model uses the bge-large-en-v1.5 embeddings from huggingface.
We use the Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [28] technique
for dimension reduction with 20 neighbors, 5 components, and a minimum distribution
of 0.0, with cosine similarity and a random state of 42 to be able to reproduce results.
For topic discovery, we used HDBSCAN with a minimum cluster size of 200, the Euclidean
metric, eom cluster selection method, and a minimum sample size of five. CountVectorizer
is used for topic representation, and Spacy generates names for each discovered topic.
The utilization of Spacy [41] is optional, as it was originally conceptualized to present the
user with the identified topic names.

Expanding on BERTopic, we decided to also examine Sentence-BERT [31], since we
would also be working with ideas written as sentences. In this case, we use the allenai-
specter [42] as our embedding model. We use the semantic_search function of SBERT to
conduct a similarity search between, for example, publications and the user input. We use
a combination of the cross-encoder reranker and the ms_marco_MiniLM-L-6-v2 model,
which have been trained with the MS Marco dataset, to rank the output.

Our Mistral 7B and LLaMA 2 models use InstructorEmbedding [43] for embedding
text. The instruction we give is “Represent the scientific text:” as we are working only with
scientific texts or documents. The pipeline for the large language models begins with the
generation of chunks or nodes, with a size of 1024, from the documents. For each of these
nodes, we generate up to 10 keywords and a summary. For retrieval purposes, we load the
nodes using a recursive retriever from the LLaMA index that searches for matching nodes
based on the embeddings. The recursion has to be made to find the original document
based on a summarized version of it which is considered a matching node. In addition, ten
keywords are created for the entered ideas as well. These keywords are used for a second
search through the available documents. The large language model then reranks the list
based on its ability to examine the similarity between query and document. If duplicates
are found, they are removed.

4. Results

In our work, we examine both the recommendation models and the interaction of our
system with the users. To evaluate the recommendation models, we utilize precision, mean
average precision (MAP), normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), and intra-list
similarity alongside human judgment to rate the recommended items and, thus, validate
the models’ usefulness as an ideation assistant tool. We use the term human validation to
confirm evaluation results based on the human judgment of recommended items. As rec-
ommendations are presented to the users via a top-N list in real time during ideation, we
consider it essential to conduct a preliminary qualitative usability evaluation to identify
usability issues at an early phase that will be addressed before an extensive usability test.
During this preliminary usability evaluation based on Nielsen and Landauer [44], we
examine how the presentation and overall utilization of the recommendations affect the
users and the task with a small group of testers. By examining both the possible models that
can be utilized and the general usability of the system, we provide a detailed evaluation
of the two crucial factors of these kinds of applications, that can be optimized separately,
if needed.

4.1. Traditional Recommendation Evaluation Metrics

A commonly utilized approach to evaluate recommendation systems is to utilize
precision. The precision@10 evaluation illustrated in Figure 5 shows that the Mistral model
yields the best overall precision due to the very high precision witnessed in the recom-
mendations generated with the sentence-based ideas and very good recommendations
when using ideas as keywords. The second best model is the Sentence BERT model, which
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scored lower in both sentence and keyword-based idea scenarios. The only model that
yielded better results with keywords rather than sentences was LLaMA2, which scored
the highest when working with keywords and much lower when working with sentences.
Both baseline LDA and BERTopic models had the lowest precision scores due to the ob-
served complexity of working with ideas in keyword form and difficulties with ideas in
sentence form.

Figure 5. A comparison of precision results of the compared models is based on ideas inputted as
sentences (blue), keywords (orange), and combined (green).

To further confirm the results observed in the precision evaluation, we decided to
utilize the normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [45], which confirms the pre-
viously illustrated results. NDCG has the benefit of being able to work with binary or
numerical scores. The binary relevance score is 1 or 0, depending on whether a recom-
mended item is of relevance or not. Numerical scores can be derived from user activity
or ranking of the recommended items. User activities that can be used are activities that
show that recommended items are of relevance and can be clicks, likes, and bookmarks.
Items clicked upon have a lower score than liked or bookmarked items, as likes and book-
marks suggest a higher relevance to the user. For the NDCG calculation, we use the list
we created for Section 4.2, in which testers were provided with the recommended items
and were asked to judge each recommended item’s relevance and usefulness to the given
task. The discounted cumulative gain used for NDCG examines the positioning of the
recommendations, similar to the well-known cumulative gain, and the position of the
recommendations is important as we penalize items of high relevance that appear in a
lower order [45]. Figure 6 illustrates the results of the comparison of the NDCG results of
the five models and their performance when working with ideas as sentences, keywords,
and combined. The best performing model was Mistral, with almost perfect scores of 1.0,
followed by Sentence BERT and LLaMA2. The high results show that not only are the rec-
ommendations relevant, but they are also correctly positioned [45]. The worst performing
models are BERTopic and the baseline LDA models. The lower NDCG scores show that the
less relevant recommendations are made and not correctly positioned.

The support of ideation by recommending relevant information that should inspire
new ideas poses the risk of information cocooning, also known as echo chambers, com-
monly observed in social media [46,47] or video platforms [48]. This describes the process
when people are surrounded by recommended information that only confirms their beliefs
or biases. This is especially adverse in ideation, as this would result in idea echo cham-
bers in which the same ideas would always be confirmed by the recommendations rather
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than being inspired to conduct critical thinking and generate novel ideas and solutions.
To identify the potential for echo chambers, we analyze the intra-list similarity of the recom-
mendations [49,50]. By calculating the cosine similarity between the recommended items,
we can determine if an echo chamber exists and if the recommended items only confirm
a particular idea. Figure 7 illustrates that all examined approaches yield a low intra-list
similarity ranging from 0.151 and 0.173, the lowest is observed in the baseline LDA and
LLaMA2 models. The highest similarity is observed in the Mistral model. The general
results show that the recommendations are diverse; thus, idea echo chambers are not
generated during ideation. The similarity between recommended items is higher when
working with ideas inputted as keywords than when working with ideas as sentences.

Figure 6. A comparison of precision results of the compared models based on ideas inputted as
sentences (blue), keywords (orange), and combined (green).

Figure 7. A comparison of the intra-list similarity calculation results of our five compared models
compared based on ideas provided as sentences (blue), keywords (orange), and combined (green).
The lower the score, the less similar, and thus more diverse, the recommended publications are to
each other. A high score describes a low diversity in the list of recommendations.

4.2. Human Validation of Recommendation Models

As we discussed in our previous work regarding recommendation systems based on
topic modeling [39], allowing humans to judge the relevance of recommended items is a
good means of validating a model’s ability to recommend items. We decided to expand on
that human validation approach and let four humans, whom we regard as experts in the
field of information science, examine the recommendations that the models provided. All
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four experts are males, ranging in age from 28–33 years, and all have a master’s degree in
information science. Two of them are from academia, and two are working in the industry.
We examined recommendations that were generated based on ideas in sentence form
and keyword form. Due to the time constraints of the industry testers, they only judged
the sentence-based recommendations. The academic testers judged both sentence and
keyword-based recommendations.

The four testers received the results of a brief 10 min ideation session in sentence
form, the research task, and ten recommendations from each of the five implemented
models. The names of the models were redacted so that the testers did not know which
model presented which recommendation. The recommendations were just the abstracts of
publications that the respective model calculated as similar to the ideas provided during
the ideation session. Optimally, the recommendations should provide information that
inspires new ideas for the task. The testers should rate each recommended item with one,
two, or three points. One point means that a recommended item is of no relevance, nor can
it inspire any new ideas, two points mean it might inspire ideas, and three points show a
clear relevance and inspirational effect. There are five models, each with ten recommended
items, meaning that the best possible score per model would be 30 points, and the worst
possible score would be 10 points per tester. As we have four testers, the maximum number
of points a model can reach is 120, and the least is 40 for the general results consisting of
both academia and industry combined. When we split the results between academia and
industry, a maximum of 60 can be reached and a lowest of 20 per sector.

In Figure 8, we see the results of the two testers from academia for the sentence-based
approach to ideation in blue. Here, we can see that Mistral 7B almost received the maxi-
mum number of points. This means that all recommendations were helpful in generating
ideas for the academic testers. The high score indicates that nine of the ten recommended
publications were highly relevant to the task and inspired ideas. The second and third
places were BERT-based models. BERT Sentence generated more relevant recommenda-
tions than BERTopic but yielded one useless recommendation. LLaMA 2 struggled with
sentence-based ideation, only being slightly better than the LDA baseline from our previous
work [39].

In Figure 8, we also see the results of the two testers from the industry for the sentence-
based approach to ideation in orange. The two industry experts rated the recommended
publications more negatively than the academic testers, which can be seen when comparing
the overall scores of the best approach Mistral 7B of 49 points to the 58 given by the
academics. Figure 8 shows the deviation between the results of the two test groups.
The recommendations generated by LLaMA 2 and BERTopic were also judged as worse
by the industry experts than by the academics. The more negative ratings of the Mistral
model resulted almost in a tie for first place between Mistral and BERT Sentence.

Another aspect we examined was how the models would work with ideas given
in keyword form, as is typical during, for example, brainstorming. Due to the industry
experts’ time constraints, we were forced to conduct this evaluation with only the two
academic expert testers. The same three-point evaluation approach that was previously
utilized is utilized here. The overall maximum and minimum scores are 60 and 20 because
there are only two expert testers rather than four. Figure 9 shows that Mistral 7B still is
in the lead, even though it scored 56 when utilized in keyword-based ideation, compared
to 58 in sentence-based ideation methods. LLaMA takes second place and scores 54 points.
LLaMA 2 works much better with keywords than sentences, improving from 36 points
to 54 points in our testing. The remaining three models score worse with keywords.

To summarize the evaluation results, the best model in sentence-based and keyword-
based ideation techniques is Mistral 7B. As the results in Figure 10 show, Mistral’s recom-
mendations are constant in both cases and are overwhelmingly positive. In both cases, nine
out of ten recommended items were perceived as relevant and inspiring in accordance with
the respective task. Although Mistral 7B has the best results in both keyword and sentence
parts, LLaMA 2 is very close when only keywords are used. This is a strong deviation from
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its results when using it with sentences. Another general observation is that all models,
with the exception of LLaMA 2, have worse results when working with keywords. This
shows that ideation techniques that result in keywords rather than sentences are more
challenging for the models. Furthermore, newer models, for example, Mistral and LLaMA,
yield more promising results than traditional approaches based on LDA or BERTopic.

Figure 8. A comparison of the models based on academic (blue) and industry expert (orange)
human validation results based on ideas gathered in sentence form. The more points a model receives,
the more helpful and relevant the recommendations are. Mistral 7B yielded the best recommendations
in both cases, followed by Sentence BERT. The highest score from the industry experts is 49 for Mistral
7B, and the lowest score is 26 for the BERTopic approach. The highest score from the academics is 58
for Mistral 7B, and the lowest score is 32 for the baseline LDA approach.

Figure 9. A model comparison of the results of the academic experts’ human validation based on
ideas gathered in keyword form. The more points a model receives, the more helpful and relevant
the recommendations are. The highest accomplished score is 56 for Mistral 7B. The lowest score is 22
for the BERTtopic-based approach.
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Figure 10. A comparison of the academic testers’ results for both ideas as sentences (blue) and ideas
as keywords (orange).

4.3. Qualitative User Testing of the Ideation Support System

As the impact of user interaction is important when working with recommendation
systems, we decided to also examine how users work with the instantiation. We conducted
a preliminary qualitative user testing according to Nielsen and Landauer [44] with six users
through the supervised observation method [51].

Figure 11 illustrates the evaluation process utilized for this work. Each supervised
observation session started with a greeting followed by a very short introduction to the
system. The brief introduction of the system can be seen as a brief tutorial on the most
important aspects of the system, for example, how to create ideation sessions and ideas.
Afterward, the task and procedure are described to the testers. After describing the task and
procedure, the testers began the ten-minute ideation sessions with the system. During this
time, they should think out loud and can discuss any possible ideas with their partners.
During this ten-minute session, we were silent observers, observing the teams and their
interaction with the system, writing down any observed issues we witnessed or the testers
mentioned. After the ten-minute session, we asked questions regarding certain unclear
observations we had previously written down. For example, we noticed that a tester kept
scrolling down to the recommendations and skimmed through each recommendation after
inputting an idea. After asking him why he did it, it became clear that he was afraid to miss
a new recommendation due to changes in the recommendation list not being highlighted.
After the follow-up interview regarding observed unclear behavior and interactions, we
utilize an adapted version of the IBM Computer Usability Satisfaction Questionnaires
(CUSQ) from Lewis and James [52] to determine how satisfied the testers were with the
system regarding usability and confirm our previous observations. Originally, Lewis and
James had 19 questions that could be answered with a scoring scale of 1 through 7 and
optional NA answer [52]. However, to tailor the questionnaire to our system, we reduced
the number of questions to 9 and the score scale to 1 through 3 and asked the questions as
a final interview. The final step of the evaluation process was the dismissal of the testers,
where we thanked the testers for their participation.

Our decision to use the Nielsen and Landauer method was due to the current early
development phase and our desire to quickly implement and evaluate changes in the
design of the instantiation. The Nielsen and Landauer approach states that for preliminary
usability testing, smaller groups of testers are sufficient to identify a large number of
possible usability issues, especially severe issues [44]. Depending on various aspects,
for example, the kind of application being tested, the stage or number of testing iterations,
project size, and available resources, this can be as small as three testers based on their
model [44]. The Nielsen and Landauer approach has been previously used in the domain
of recommendation systems, as shown in the work by Maalej et al. [53].
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Figure 11. An illustration of the evaluation process that includes a silent observation of an ideation
session, a follow-up interview regarding behavioral observations, and a final brief usability interview
based on the CUSQ to confirm the observations.

We asked six test users, whom we placed in three teams, to utilize the system to
conduct an ideation session in two-person teams to gather ideas on the following question:
“How can the research time needed to find relevant work be reduced during the writing
phase?”. Within the previously mentioned ten minutes, they were allowed to read the
recommended items, talk with each other, and write their ideas in any form they desired,
i.e., in sentences or keywords. They were asked to think out loud and were observed along
with their interactions with the system.

The observation and follow-up interviews afterward revealed that the utilization of
the recommendations was perceived positively, and they were intuitively used. The testers
automatically scrolled to the lower part of the website after inputting ideas to examine
changes in the ranking and check for new inspiring publications. When asked what
motivated them to always scroll down, it was described as a combination of natural
curiosity and expectation of support. The testers also confirmed that the recommended
publications inspired new ideas. The recommended publications provided information
regarding methods and approaches that the testers used to generate new ideas and helped
them remember forgotten relevant concepts. This observation confirms the cognitive
studies regarding idea generation based on previous knowledge, innovation, and concepts
as described in Section 2.1. Information cocooning was a risk we expected to a certain
extent, but none of the testers observed this. Although topically similar, the provided
information presented a new method or approach that the testers incorporated. The testers
also mentioned that if the ideation sessions had been longer, as they often are in the
real world, they would have examined the recommendations more closely and likely
extracted more information. One tester also reported a confidence boost. He felt more
confident proposing an idea and discussing it if it was recommended to him, and he had
the publication open in front of him. Lastly, two teams mentioned that it was comfortable
not to have to manually search for relevant publications and information separately during
ideation or afterward. Instead, the utilization of one application felt more efficient.

During testing, the test teams provided 53 relevant comments and interactions, identi-
fying 26 usability issues that must be addressed to improve system utilization and usability.
These 26 issues were categorized into six categories: bugs, database, missing functions,
speed, design, and clarity. Four bugs were identified. All three test teams identified the
most severe bug, where, at times, the user would be automatically moved to the top of the
screen as they were reading the recommendations, and the other three bugs were minor text
overflow issues where ideas, publication titles, or abstracts would spill over the respective
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cards. Two of three database issues describe missing data that the users witnessed: links
and abstracts. One database issue was that an abstract that consisted of two sentences was
too short. Two issues were observed regarding the speed of the instantiation. Creating
ideation sessions and inputting ideas took longer than an estimated five seconds. Seven
clarity issues were found, which can be defined as situations where unclear design deci-
sions or missing explanations cause uncertainty. Three of the seven clarity issues show that
a brief introduction to the system is required, where the creation of an ideation session,
the rating system, and the possible idea input forms should be described. Three further
clarity issues were identified regarding the presentation of recommendations. Low similar-
ity scores and the resulting negative color coding, along with unknown identified topics
that the testers could see by hovering over the similarity score, initially led them not to
examine the items, fearing that they were irrelevant due to low scores and negative colors.
Furthermore, changes in the Top-N visualization of recommendations went unnoticed at
the beginning. The last clarity issue resulted from one team’s experience with other soft-
ware, as they expected to be able to move their created idea cards like they would Post-its.
Five design flaws were found. Three of the design flaws are regarding the recommended
items: (1) Clicking on a recommendation does not open a new tab, which was expected;
instead, it opens the item in the same tab; (2) more metadata was expected from the card
overview; and (3) the shown abstract length was perceived as too short. The other two
design issues were regarding a missing button to create a new ideation session after the
idea rating and the desire to have collapsible navigational elements to create more room for
the application. Five functions were perceived to be missing: (1) idea editing button and
function with which inputted ideas can be edited; (2) a button and function with which
irrelevant recommendations can be removed; (3) further filtering options such as dates
with which the recommended items can be further filtered to, for example, only show new
information; (4) a clearly visible bookmark button with which users can bookmark items
from the overview; and (5) a highlighting tool tip with which users can highlight keywords
of inputted ideas.

5. Limitations and Discussion

Our work presents a novel human-centric approach to ideation supported by an
LLM-based recommendation system that encourages the human cognitive process used
during ideation. This novelty comes with various limitations, implications, and paths
forward, which this chapter addresses. Our goal with this chapter is to provide transparency
regarding these aspects so that researchers can build upon our experiences, knowledge,
and, in general, our work in this field.

5.1. Limitations

Our preliminary work has several limitations that will be outlined and improved upon
in the future to improve our understanding of the approach and its implications on ideation.
In this subsection, we address these limitations. Although sufficient for a preliminary study,
as described by Nielsen and Landauer [44], the current number of test users is an issue.
More test users would help identify more issues with usability, especially minor or hidden
issues, and could further confirm the results of our human validation study. Furthermore,
a more diverse and larger group of test users would allow us to examine how effective our
approach is in, for example, other domains or sectors. As the current number of testers is
considered sufficient for preliminary user testing [44], this is only the first test iteration.
The first test iteration has shown the severe usability issues that we will improve upon,
and the new iteration of the instantiation will most likely yield new, less severe issues
that a larger test group will likely need more time to identify, as described by Nielsen and
Landauer [44].

Hardware limitations should also be addressed as they are crucial when discussing
utilizing large language models for recommendations. We observed that our best model,
Mistral 7B, required 2.5 min to calculate recommendations when using the CPU, while it
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only took about 1 min when using a GPU. Using a CPU for real-time recommendations with
Mistral 7B is, thus, suboptimal for approaches that need recommendations to be calculated
quickly. The speed of calculations is important for our work as we want to provide
inspiration and support in real time. Other projects that do not focus on the real-time aspect
but, instead, need a reliable recommendation system can be satisfied with the calculation
speed of Mistral 7B, even with a CPU. The runtime to prepare the documents for retrieval
was around 65 h. It is important to note that we will optimize the models and instantiation
after completing beta testing to improve resource utilization. During preliminary testing,
we identified three optimization points to reduce the resource needs of the instantiation
while keeping the current high level of performance and functionality. First, we will
add more filter options so that users can further reduce the possible number of items
that the model considers a candidate. Reducing possible candidates results in smaller
datasets that are calculated, reducing resource consumption while not hurting the quality of
recommendations. The second optimization is in the real-time nature of the current iteration,
which should be switched from 60-second intervals to a trigger approach after a certain
number of inputs. Calculations would then not be constant, even when no new input exists.
Instead, calculations for new recommendations would only be triggered when changes
are made. These two optimizations will improve resource utilization without adversely
impacting the ideation process’s functionality or support quality. Further optimizations
regarding the models are possible and viable, especially regarding inference, as recently
outlined by Li et al. [54].

We also had limitations regarding datasets, as we could not find an appropriate
dataset for our ideation method assistant. A dataset consisting of observed ideation
sessions, along with the resulting ideas, results, utilized ideation method, or feedback,
would have been helpful in creating a more intelligent approach. We have only started
gathering information about ideation sessions as they are being generated in our system.
Recommendation systems thrive on large amounts of data, and there is a lack of data on
ideation at the moment.

Time limitations during user testing regarding the duration of ideation sessions are
also important limitations. Various studies regarding ideation have been conducted, and the
time of their ideation sessions has varied from 10 min to a few days per session [1,3,55–57].
This variation can be due to the domain of each study. Furthermore, the question of quality
vs. quantity should be raised. This has been discussed in various studies [16,19,58], and it is
still unclear what is considered the most crucial success measurement and what correlation
exists. More time from test users would help identify the appropriate ideation duration
and our system’s impact on idea quality and quantity. Longer ideation sessions, including
sessions that take days to complete, would also provide information that can be used
to further confirm our results regarding information cocooning or idea echo chambers
described in Sections 4.1 and 4.3.

The last limitation that must be addressed is the lack of research into the motivation
for ideation. During our work, we did not focus strongly on the motivating factors behind
ideation; instead, we aimed to counter adverse effects, reduce the chances of negative
interactions, and optimize the processes involved with AI technologies. The importance of
motivating factors cannot be underestimated. Many studies examined varying approaches
to motivate teams to share ideas, for example, via gamification [2,3,20]. For our work, we
considered the interest of the researchers as the motivating factor, but this can vary from
project to project or even in the domain. A more extensive user study should be conducted
to identify the motivating factors in the academic or research domain and industry.

5.2. Discussion

The results of our research show that one area of collaborative ideation has been
neglected: the support of ideation during the fusion of knowledge and experiences that
occurs when transdisciplinary ideation takes place. This is especially interesting when
various disciplines and stakeholders share their ideas and require further information on
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neighboring subjects that might be outside their domain. Varying perspectives can improve
ideation, but when the lack of knowledge about a subject is too significant, it may cause
adverse effects. The utilization of real-time recommendation systems proves to be beneficial
in improving the knowledge levels within inter- or transdisciplinary teams. Users who
lack knowledge about a particular subject or require more information before they feel
comfortable providing their ideas have the chance to skim or read relevant publications
quickly. Furthermore, integrating the recommendations into the ideation session lessens
the user’s cognition burden compared to if the users were to jump from one application or
site to another. Introducing social actors and stakeholders into our evaluation is important,
as it remains to be seen how the recommendations affect them within the context of
transdisciplinary work.

Based on our observations described in Section 4.3, the implications of this approach
on the user are threefold: (1) the user can feel more confident presenting an idea that has
been generated or inspired based on a publication they have just examined; (2) a lack
of information or knowledge about a certain aspect, approach or publication, in general,
can be overcome with ease; (3) gaining new knowledge during ideation can inspire new
ideas within the user. Based also on our observations from Section 4.3, the implications
for the ideation process itself are also threefold: (1) through the gained confidence of the
users, they are likely to share more ideas; (2) the quality of the ideas is likely to increase
due to ideas being inspired or improved by high-quality publications rather than solely
on opinions or memories; (3) ideation regarding new and not-well-known topics can be
accomplished without extensive preliminary research being a prerequisite.

Our evaluation examined analyzing ideas in various forms to examine what difficulties
can arise from working with very short text and long text lengths, and although we
determined that Mistral can create very useful recommendations in both cases, the question
raised is what is more commonly used. Our observations of our test users during the
usability testing show that users commonly utilize keywords during ideation, with which
idea clusters were created. Speech-to-text utilization should be examined to reduce further
interaction barriers between the users’ cognition and the ideation system, thus optimizing
the idea input.

Our approach also showcases how machine-learning-based, more precisely pretrained
transformer, technologies can be adapted and utilized to improve the utilization of ideation
techniques and methods we already have rather than conceptualizing new ones. Our
next steps are adapting more ideation methods, with real-time analysis and recommended
functionality integrated within. The adaption process requires time and thought as it
is necessary to provide meaningful recommendations that do not harm users’ cognition.
As described in our previous works [39,40,59], the user should not have cognition overload
due to bad interaction design while being cognitively within the research process on our
platform. The usability study shows deficits in our current interaction design that need
to be addressed, such as a suboptimal abstract presentation, a lack of loading icons and
underlying speed issues, a lack of navigation bars showing users where they are currently
in the ideation process, and missing buttons and interaction functionality.

Our experiments with various databases show that our approach can also be tailored
to be more focused on certain domains or industrial needs. Changing the dataset utilized by
the recommendation system to, for example, a company’s dataset results in recommended
items being focused on previous ideas, patents, or products. Dataset biases must be
addressed as this is a common challenge in natural language processing [60]. During our
work, we utilized human validation to identify various issues, including biases in the
data. During the early work on implementing the evaluated models, we identified biases
early on, as the recommended items did not match the ideas we inputted to test initial
functionality. Adding more data from other disciplines to create a balanced dataset relieved
this issue, and the testers witnessed no bias while evaluating the current version of the
ideation support system. Although time-consuming and reliant on testers, we will continue
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to utilize human validation to identify biases accurately in future iterations and expansion
of information sources.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a comprehensive ideation support system to enhance the
collaborative process of generating new ideas and solutions. Our system, characterized by
its real-time analysis and tailored recommendations, aims to facilitate a more dynamic and
effective ideation process within team environments. The core of our approach is rooted in
the understanding that ideation is not a static phase but an iterative process that benefits
significantly from immediate and relevant feedback. In the introductory chapter, we set the
stage for the importance of ideation in research and development projects, outlining the
existing challenges and the need for a more integrated and responsive approach. Following
this, we delved into the theoretical foundation of our system, drawing on principles from
information retrieval, human–computer interaction, and collaborative workspaces to design
an environment conducive to creative thought and team synergy.

Our methodology section provided an account of the system’s architecture, including
modern web technologies like React for the front end and Python for the back end, all
encapsulated within a Docker container for ease of deployment and scalability. These
technologies were chosen due to their flexibility, community support, and suitability for
rapid, iterative development cycles, which mirror the ideation process itself. The results
section presented a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the system’s performance in
real-world testing scenarios. We highlighted the effectiveness of the recommendation
module, which leverages a sophisticated algorithm to suggest the relevant literature and
concepts based on the evolving context of the ideation session. This feature was particularly
noted for its ability to inspire and steer the creative process in directions that may yet be
apparent to participants. Furthermore, this feature allows for various disciplines and
knowledge levels to better converge ideas and concepts by sharing information on various
domains with all team members, including external stakeholders and social actors, which
is common in transdisciplinary work. In discussing the broader implications of our work,
we explored the potential impact on various fields, from academic research to product
development and beyond. The adaptability of our system to different domains and its
capacity to integrate with existing workflows make it a valuable tool for any team looking
to enhance their ideation processes. However, our exploration also uncovered several
limitations, most notably the system’s dependency on the quality and diversity of the input
data for its recommendation algorithms. We acknowledged the need for a more extensive
dataset encompassing a broader range of disciplines and knowledge to realize the system’s
potential. Furthermore, our user testing, while promising, was limited in scope, pointing to
the necessity for broader trials to fully understand the system’s impact and usability across
different team dynamics and project types.

Our work presents a significant step forward in developing tools that support and
enhance the ideation process. It embodies a new approach to collaborative creativity that
is iterative, responsive, and informed by a wealth of relevant information. The novelty of
the proposal lays in its ability to support transdisciplinary teams and their cognitive idea-
generating abilities. Rather than outsourcing the idea generation to LLMs, our proposal is
human-centric, supporting the human cognitive process by analyzing ideas gathered from
humans and providing inspiring, topically similar items of interest with which humans can
generate ideas in an environment that fosters and motivates transdisciplinary collaboration.
This human-centric focus is also evident in the design of the instantiation and evaluation
sections. Regarding design, we showcase how a web-based ideation platform can be
designed to support and motivate ideation between various disciplines, reducing adverse
effects that can arise during collaboration while integrating a recommendation system.
An optimal design results in better input for the recommendation system, resulting in
better recommendations and, in the best case, innovative ideas. The provided preliminary
evaluation results confirm this, as they show that introducing recommendations into the
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ideation process yields various benefits that improve the process and cognitive aspects
behind it.

In future work, we aim to refine our system through broader user engagement and
transdisciplinary research, ensuring that it continues to evolve in line with the complex
and changing landscape of collaborative innovation. We will also greatly expand the
evaluation of future iterations to ensure that the changing landscape and the support of
transdisciplinary work are thoroughly examined.
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